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ELEPHANTS AND THE ADDO STORY 
 

 
 

Elephants are severely threatened through 

poaching and habitat loss. Their greatest 

threat is people who wish to show their status 

by owning trinkets carved from their tusks. 
 

Addo Elephant Park has been a conservation 

success story in the ongoing battle to protect 

these magnificent animals and their habitat. 

This story, told by Anna Whitehouse, is the 

topic of our talk on 18 April at 17h30. 
 

Dr Anna Whitehouse and her husband Dr 

Chris Whitehouse own Phillipskop Mountain 

Reserve outside Stanford. Anna developed a 

passion for elephants at the age of 7. After 

graduating from university in the UK, she 

moved to South Africa in 1996 to carry out 

research on the Addo elephants. In 2001 she 

was awarded her PhD in elephant 

conservation.  

CHAMELEONS IN OUR BACK YARD 
 

 
 

Daphne Bayer loves chameleons. We all do. 

So Daphne will lead an expedition to show us 

where to find them, photograph them and 

ooh and aah over them. She will discuss their 

life cycle, their habits and everything about 

them. Diarise Wednesday 19 April at 18h00 

(alternate date 20 April). Only 10 per group 

so book early to avoid disappointment. 

anina.wcc@gmail.com or 083 242 3295. 
 

WAR ON WASTE EXPO 
 

 
 

The Whale Coast Conservation 'War on 

Waste' Expo and anti-litter campaign, funded 

by the National Lotteries Commission, was 

http://www.whalecoastconservation.org.za/
mailto:anina.wcc@gmail.com
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officially opened on Wednesday 1 March by 

Clr David Botha (above centre, with Sheraine 

van Wyk and Anina Lee).  
 

In his speech he pointed out the enormous 

costs associated with all kinds of waste - cost 

to ourselves and the environment. Within two 

generations we went from frugal to vrot ... We 

went from "waste not, want not" to the throw-

away generation of today.  
 

The Expo highlighted the problems caused by 

waste in the environment, the storm water 

infrastructure, lost value of the wasted waste 

and the cost of cleaning it up.  

 

Fiona Matthes gave tips on how to live more 

sustainably without turning our lives upside down. 

 

Johan van Taak, Overstrand Municipal Waste 

Manager, explained how our waste is 

managed, and what we should be recycling. 

 

John Kieser, of PlasticSA, talked about the 

various recyclable items and the products 

that can be made from them.  

 

Volunteer John Cowan explained how long it 

takes for different waste items to break down 

in nature. 

 

Visitors were appalled to learn from Rob Fryer 

that it takes 550 years for disposable nappies 

to decompose. Imagine 500 years of nappies 

before the first one has completely 

degraded. 

 

Volunteer MJ Hooper showed learners how to 

turn discarded materials into art. 

 

Volunteer Antonio da Silva-Swart 

encouraged learners to participate in coastal 

clean-ups. These are fun, community-building 

events that also raise awareness of the kind 

of litter that reaches our oceans. 
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Shirley Mgoboza stressed that cigarette filters 

are toxic waste and should be binned.  

 

Sheraine van Wyk illustrated how litter 

impacts storm water systems and other 

infrastructure, causing flooding. Much of the 

marine litter on our beaches originates on 

land and is carried out to sea by stormwater. 

 

The Overstrand Mayor, Clr Rudolph Smit 

(second from right), looked natty in his 

‘green’ hat worn in support of the campaign. 

 

The WOW Expo (reduced in size) travelled to 

8 schools across the Overstrand during 

March: Okkie Smuts and Die Bron in Stanford, 

Gansbaai Academia, Laerskool Gansbaai, 

Zwelihle Primary, Kleinmond Primêr and 

Laerskool, Siyabulela Pre-school, and 

Hawston Primary. In the process we 

interacted with about 1200 learners - and 

more to come in April. 
 

 
 

We are also expanding our activities into 

early childhood learning centres through a 

story about Eubalaena the baby whale that 

got entangled in discarded fishing tackle and 

had to be saved by Stripes the Eco-Cat and 

his human friend. The message: don’t litter. 

 

SCHOOLS ALSO CLEANED UP 
 

 
 

Following on swiftly, Hermanus Waldorf 

organised a clean-up outside their school. 

Many little hands made light work of 

especially the small things like cigarette butts, 

bottle tops, plastic straws that are a scourge 

to the environment. Well done Waldorf! 

 

Pringle House Eco-School also did their bit for 

the Pringle Bay marine environment with 

Antonio da Silva-Swart. 

 

TALES OF CAPE CLAWLESS OTTERS 

A large audience of otter enthusiasts turned 

up at the Whale Coast Conservation public 

talk on Cape Clawless Otters by Nicola Okes, 

a PhD candidate at UCT. 

Nicola’s research showed that otters favour 

river mouths and wetlands near protected 

coastlines where riverine vegetation provides 
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shelter. This is not surprising as they hunt in 

both fresh and salt water. A marine 

protected area provides ample food in the 

form of crabs, rock lobsters and urchins. But 

they are dependent on fresh water to wash 

the salt off their very thick fur that protects 

them from the cold water.  

It is surprising that otters will inhabit these 

prime locations, alongside humans who also 

favour these very locations.  Human activity, 

pollution and the presence of other animals 

such as dogs pose serious threats to otters. 

However, such threats are far outweighed by 

the otters’ need for the freshwater/seawater 

interface.  Otters hunt at dawn and dusk 

when they can be spotted crossing the 

beach to and from the sea. This is the very 

time that the proposed new legislation on 

dogs will allow dogs to be off-lead. Otters 

can seriously injure dogs if attacked, but they 

will avoid dogs if they can. So dogs running 

loose near their hunting grounds can cause 

them to miss their morning hunt or stay out at 

sea much longer in the evening, which can 

cause serious hypothermia. 

 

Morgan Hendricks (centre) is a 10-year-old 

eco-kid. She is seen above with mom Tertia 

Hendricks, WCC educators Sheraine van Wyk 

and Shirley Mgoboza, and Nicola Okes. 

Morgan loves dogs. She loves otters. She is 

also the Whale Coast Conservation Junior 

Reporter. Morgan attended Nicola’s talk and 

then joined an expedition led by Nicola to try 

to find some otters at dawn the next day.   

Along with Whale Coast Conservation, 

Morgan has a special request for people 

walking their dogs at these times. “Please 

help to protect our otters. Be sure to keep 

dogs on the lead when you walk along the 

coast near a river mouth or wetland in the 

early morning or evening”.  

Morgan’s dawn adventure going otter 

spotting inspired her to write a poem about it. 
 

The Otter Spotter  
 

Near to the sea he will be, 

Along the wetland, he plays on the sand, 

He digs a burrow in the reeds, 

To have a home is all he needs. 
 

Otter scat, what is that? 

It’s otter poop! What a scoop! 

It smells a little yucky, It’s also quite mucky! 

I don’t mind, it’s a good find! 
 

Stop, halt! It’s a holt! 

An otters’ house, can you see its spouse? 

See the babies, they’re in there too, 

Listen to them and hear them coo. 
 

First he’ll crawl, then he’ll grab, 

Soon Otter will be eating a crunchy crab, 

When he’s done, he spots a lobster, 

To him it’s a small rock monster... 
 

Oh tamati smoor! Here’s an otter spoor,  

An otter track, leading forward, not going back, 

Follow it, follow it, there it goes, 

Into the bush, I can see the otter’s toes, 
 

Let her be so she can see, 

She’s free to run wild with her child. 
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